Army Materiel Command (AMC) is the Army’s primary logistics and sustainment command, responsible for managing the global supply chain and ensuring installation and materiel readiness across the Total Force. Headquartered at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, AMC is one of the Army’s largest commands with more than 175,000 military, Army Civilian and contractor employees, impacting all 50 states and more than 150 countries.

As one of four Army Commands, AMC synchronizes, integrates and operationalizes the capabilities of its 10 major subordinate commands to meet Army readiness requirements during competition, crisis and conflict. Installation and materiel readiness are the reasons AMC exists, ensuring the best equipped and sustained fighting force in the world.

From manufacturing and maintenance to transportation and logistics, AMC touches multiple phases in the materiel life cycle, including contracting, distribution, refurbishment and resale. From managing the Army’s installations to maintaining Army Prepositioned Stocks, AMC assures supply availability – ensuring America’s fighting force has the right equipment in the right location at the right time. The command also leads, manages and operates the Army’s Organic Industrial Base (OIB), consisting of 23 depots, arsenals and ammunition plants that manufactures and resets Army equipment.

AMC centralizes installation management and all classes of supply and sustainment functions under one command, synchronizing actions and improving planning, distribution and maintenance to better support Army readiness. The command is a key enabler of Army power projection, rapidly and effectively deploying and sustaining forces, a critical component to Army readiness. AMC’s transportation offices, depots, arsenals, plants, ports and installation deployment infrastructure, are key to the nation’s power projection capabilities.

Activated in 1962, AMC was the result of merging several technical services, installations and activities as a single, integrated organization. AMC has played a significant role in supplying our forces during wars, conflicts and contingencies, and providing humanitarian aid and disaster relief.

**PRIORITIES**

- **People:** Ensuring Soldiers and Army Civilians are trained and ready to execute missions in support of Army priorities and requirements.
- **Readiness:** Leading and directing logistics and sustainment efforts at the strategic, operational and tactical levels.
- **Modernization:** AMC’s workforce is fully embedded within every Army modernization effort, advocating for innovative ideas that drive supply chain and sustainment efficiencies.